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Part XXXIII-3: Dnepr (Днепр) Models Order of Coverage
• M-72  1951-1956 (Shown in Part XXXIII-2 Ural Models

• M-72N  1956-1959

• K-750  1958-1960

• K-750B  1960-1964

• K-750M  1964-1977

• MB-750 (MW-750) 1964-1973

• K-650 (MT-8) 1967-1971

• MB-750M (MW-750M) 1973-1977

• MT-9 (K-650) 1971-1976

• MT-10  1974-1976

• MT-12 (Dnepr-12) 2WD / 1WD  1974-82 / 1982-85

• MB-650 / MB-650M (military) 1971-73 / 1973-83

• MT-10.36   1976-1985

• MB-650M1 (military) 1983-1994

• MT-11 (Dnepr-11) KMZ-8.155  1985-2005

• MT-16 (Dnepr-16) KMZ-8.922  1984-2005
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Dnepr Double-Plate Clutch
•Present in all Dnepr models.

•Clutch relays torque from engine to gearbox, disengages 

the engine from the gearbox during gear-shifting and 

during braking to a stop. 

•Provides for smooth starting of the motorcycle from rest, 

protects the transmission parts against damage when the 

engine speed or drive wheel speed is suddenly changed. 

•Dry, double-disc design.

•The clutch release mechanism is controlled by means of 

the lever on the left handle-bar grip.

•With the clutch lever released, the engine is engaged to 

the gearbox. When the clutch lever is squeezed, the 

engine is disengaged from the gearbox.

•Use the clutch lever for starting from rest, for gear shifting 

and to downshift, for added braking of the motorcycle.

•Under conditions of heavy traffic, when gears frequently 

have to be shifted, don’t slip the clutch too much, as this 

causes heavy wear of the discs.

•When stopped for any length of time (e.g. traffic light), it’s 

best to shift into neutral and release the clutch lever. 

Holding the clutch in for long periods will cause excessive 

heating and wear.

1 - Release rod, 2 - Rod seal, 3 - Rod tip, 4 - Thrust ball 

bearing, 5 - Slider seal, 6 – Slider, 7 - Adjusting screw, 8 -

Clutch release lever, 9 - Lever axle, 10 - Clutch primary shaft 

bearing, 11 - Primary shaft, 12- Thrust plate, 13 - Intermediate 

driving plate, 14 - Driven plate, 15 - Pressure plate, 16 –

Flywheel, 17 – Seal, 18 - Driven plate hub, 19 – Pressure 

spring.
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Dnepr Clutch (Сцепление мотоцикла Днепр) http://uraldnepr.ru/index/0-113

• The dry double-clutch is designed to transmit 

torque from the engine to the gearbox, 

disconnect the engine from the gearbox during 

gear shifting, and smoothly engage when starting 

up the motorcycle.

• Clutch consists of driven and driving parts and a 

clutch release mechanism. The leading parts of 

the clutch include the flywheel (7) and the discs 

(push (8), intermediate (9) and stop (11)), which 

are mounted on the fingers of the flywheel. 

The Russian sidecar motorcycle gearbox is examined over the last seventy years.4

1. foot gear-shift pedal; 2. cam-crank; 3. roller; 4. inner lever; 5. intermediate 

rod; 6. adjusting screw; 7. engine flywheel; 8. pressure disc; 9. intermediate 

disc; 10. driven disc; 11. bearing disc; 12. clutch control rod; 13. rod tip; 14. 

rubber sealing ring; 15. thrust ball bearing; 16. slider; 17. outer clutch 

operating lever; 18. pivot; 19. clutch manual control cable; 20. clutch control 

cable adjusting screw



Dnepr Clutch Operation
•When operating the MT-9, care should be taken when 

starting the engine and shifting gears. The starting 

pedal should be pressed only when the toothed sector 

engages. Otherwise, you may break its teeth. If the 

teeth do not engage (that is felt on the hard pedal stop), 

push the motorcycle forward or backward.  After each 

unsuccessful start attempt, the pedal should not be 

completely released, since, returning to the extreme 

upper position, it disengages the sector. In the case 

when the transmission is switched on without using the 

manual clutch lever, in order to avoid jerks in the 

transmission, it is desirable to return the pedal 

smoothly to the middle position after the gear is 

engaged, holding it with your foot. 

•The clutch release mechanism is controlled using the 

hand lever on the left-side, and on MT-9, MB-750M and 

MB-650 (MT804 gearbox) and using the automatic 

clutch release mechanism described above.
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1. foot gear-shift pedal; 2. cam-crank; 3. roller; 4. inner lever; 

5. intermediate rod; 6. adjusting screw; 7. engine flywheel; 8. 

pressure disc; 9. intermediate disc; 10. driven disc; 11. 

bearing disc; 12. clutch control rod; 13. rod tip; 14. rubber 

sealing ring; 15. thrust ball bearing; 16. slider; 17. outer 

clutch operating lever; 18. pivot; 19. clutch manual control 

cable; 20. clutch control cable adjusting screw



Dnepr Clutch Operation (cont.)
• In the on position, the clutch control lever on the handlebar is released, and the driven discs (10) 

under the action of six clutch springs are clamped between the drive discs (8, 9 and 11). The 

friction force between the disks is sufficient to transmit torque and the flywheel (7) rotates with the 

input shaft of the gearbox as a whole.

•With a sharp increase in the engine speed or an increase in the load on the drive wheels, the 

torque increases, but the clutch discs slip, softening the shock load on the gearbox and engine 

parts. When shifting gears due to changing road conditions, the clutch should be completely 

disengaged.

•To disengage the clutch on the K-750M, MB-750 and K-650, squeeze the clutch control lever on the 

handlebar with your left hand. In this case, the lever (17) under the action of the clutch cable and 

the adjusting screw rotates on the axis (18) and through the intermediate parts by the rod (12) 

diverts the pressure disc (8) to the left, depressing the springs and separating the clutch disks. 

The transmission of rotation from the flywheel to the input shaft of the box is stopped.

•To engage the clutch, gently release the clutch control lever on the steering wheel.

•For reliable operation of the clutch, the discs must always be smooth, dry and with a good mutual 

fit. A small amount of oil from the crankcase or gearbox reduces the quality of the clutch.

• It is necessary to get under way only in 1st gear, smoothly engaging the clutch, and not allow the 

clutch to slip when the road conditions deteriorate, timely switching to the lower gear.
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Double (two-disc)-Clutch Plate with Dnepr-Glide (cont.)

•Clutch is mounted in the flywheel of the engine, consisting of driven and driving parts and a 

release mechanism.

•Main parts of the clutch include the flywheel (7) and pressure discs (8), intermediate (9) and thrust 

(11) mounted on the fingers of the flywheel.

•The clutch driven parts include two driven discs (10) with double-sided annular plates of friction 

material and splined hubs sitting on the splines of the tail of the input shaft of the gearbox.

•Under the influence of six spiral pressure springs, mounted in the circled nests in the body of the 

flywheel and pressing on the pressure disc (8), between the leading and led discs of the clutch 

there is a moment of friction, somewhat inferior in size maximum torque, developed by the engine.

•To avoid distortions and skews, pressure springs rely on the ring grooves of the lead press drive 

(8), and six holes under the diameter of the finger made under the diameter of the pressure disc. In 

the center of the press drive there is a four-sided hole for landing of the clutch release rod (12).

•The clutch disengagement mechanism consists of a rod (12) passing through the hollow input 

shaft of the gearbox and at one end of the disc (8) going into the tetrahedral (4-sided) hole and the 

other resting on the rod tip (13).

•A thrust ball bearing (15) is put on the groove of the tip (13), pressed by slider (10) connected to 

the clutch release lever (17), at the other end of which there is a thread for installing the clutch 

cable adjustment screw.

•To prevent leakage of oil from the box through the input shaft cavity, an oil seal is provided that 

sits on the stem groove and a rubber sealing ring (14). 7



Two-Disc Clutch for Automatically Disengaging 
the Clutch When Switching Gears (MT804)

•On MT-9, MB-750M and MB-650 models, in addition to manual clutch disengagement, there is also a clutch 

automatic disengagement (dnepr-glide) mechanism associated with the foot switch of the MT804 gearbox. 

•A cam-crank (2) is installed on the axis of the foot switch pedal, along the profile curve of which the roller (3) 

of the inner lever (4) is rolled.

•When shifting gears, the crank-cam, swinging forward or backward from its middle position, lifts a long 

shoulder with a two-shoulder lever roller located in the inner cavity of the gearbox housing. In this case, the 

short shoulder (protrusion) of lever (4) presses on the intermediate rod (5), the outer end of which, in turn, 

presses on the adjustment bolt (6), screwed into the lower shoulder of the outer clutch release lever (17), 

moving the lower shoulder to the right. The external lever, turning around axis (18) to the left, through slider 

(16), the bearing and the tip of the rod (13) acts on the clutch disengaging rod, and turning off the clutch.

•Clutch Operation:

•The clutch release mechanism is controlled using the hand lever on the left-side of the steering wheel and 

the cable, and using the automatic clutch release mechanism described above.

• In the “on” position, the handlebar clutch control lever is released, and the driven discs (10) engage.

•Clutch is mounted in the engine flywheel, consisting of driven and driving parts and a shutdown mechanism.

•Leading parts include; flywheel (7), pressure discs (8), and the intermediate (9) and thrust (11) mounted on 

the fingers of the flywheel. The clutch driven parts include two driven discs (10) with double-sided annular 

plates of friction material and splined hubs sitting on the splines of the tail of the input shaft of the gearbox.
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MT804 Mechanism of the Clutch When Changing Gears

•When changing gears, cam-crank (2), while turning forward 

or backward from its middle position, lifts the long arm 

with the roller of inner roller lever (4), located in the cavity 

of the gearbox.

•The short arm of this lever acts on sectional intermediate 

rod (5), which by its outer end presses on adjusting screw 

(6) of the outer clutch operating lever (17).

•The outer lever, swinging on the axle, via slider (16), 

bearing (15) and rod tip (13) acts on clutch control rod (12).

•The automatic clutch release mechanism is provided from 

the gear-shift pedal (1). When pressed, cam (2), sitting 

motionless on the same shaft, turning in one direction or 

the other, lifts lever (4), which pushes intermediate rod (5) 

connected with the clutch release lever.

•To adjust the forced clutch release mechanism, use an 

adjusting bolt (6) in the lower arm of the lever. Between its 

end and the intermediate rod (5), leave such a gap that 

when the upper head of the lever (4) is rotated, its free 

stroke is 1 mm, and the free stroke, measured on the front 

shoulder of the pedal, is 10 to 15mm.

1.foot gear-shift pedal; 2. cam-crank; 3. roller; 4. inner 

lever; 5. intermediate rod; 6. adjusting screw; 7. engine 

flywheel; 8. pressure disc; 9. intermediate disc; 

10. driven disc; 11. bearing disc; 12. clutch control rod; 13. 

rod tip; 14. rubber sealing ring; 15. thrust ball bearing; 

16. slider; 17. outer clutch operating lever; 

18. pivot; 19. clutch manual control cable; 20. clutch 

control cable adjusting screw. 9



Adjustment of Clutch Disengagement

•Adjusting the clutch release drive is made as necessary by an adjusting bolt (6) and an adjusting 

screw (20) of the clutch cable (19). First, the foot drive is adjusted. With its correct adjustment, 

there should be a small gap between the end of the adjusting bolt and the intermediate rod (5). 

The presence of the gap can be judged by rocking the pedal / gear shift.

•The free motion of the front shoulder of the gear pedal should be in the range of 10-15 mm. The 

stroke of the slider (16) when manually disengaging the clutch should not exceed the stroke of the 

slider when disengaging the clutch with the gearshift pedal. Check of correctness of adjustment 

of a manual drive is made so: pressing of a foot on a switching pedal (against the stop) full 

inclusion of any transfer is made.

•The clutch lever is pulled away by hand in the direction of the handle on the handlebar. The feeling 

of cable tension should appear only at the end of the lever stroke (at a distance of 1-5 mm from 

the handle). If this distance is more or less than indicated, then by unscrewing or screwing in the 

adjusting screw, the required value should be achieved.

•After adjusting the clutch actuator, adjusting bolt and adjusting screw are locked with lock-nuts.

•The clutch consists of driven and driving parts and a clutch release mechanism. The leading parts 

of the clutch are flywheel (7) and discs (pressure (8), intermediate (9) and thrust (11)), which are 

mounted on the fingers of the flywheel.
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Clutch Cable Adjustments
•Proper use of the clutch significantly increases its service 

life.

•Do not ride with a slip clutch. 

•When starting off and shifting gears, it is necessary to 

smoothly engage and disengage the clutch. A sharp start 

at high engine speeds not only leads to rapid wear of the 

friction linings of the discs, but also overloads the 

transmission components and increases tire wear.

•Using the adjusting screw (1), the tension of the clutch 

release cable is adjusted so that in the free state the 

clutch release lever (left lever on handlebar) has at the end 

a backlash of 5-8 mm, engagement and disengagement. 

With this backlash, the clutch will be fully engaged 

(without slipping). If the play is smaller than specified, the 

clutch slips. With excessive play, the clutch drags, i.e. the 

disengagement is incomplete.

•Two adjusting screws on clutch cable to adjust the play.
1 - Clutch cable adjustment screw
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K-750 / K-750M / MB-750 Clutch (Сцепление) Discs

Intermediate disc

(7203117)

Friction clutch plate (7203102)

Clutch Thrust 

Disc Screw

(7203123)Clutch disc

(7203122)

Clutch disc

(7203121-A)

Clutch Disc (7203101)

Clutch Disc Assembly

(7203113)

Clutch Spring (7203115)

Clutch plate 

driven, complete 

with oil deflector

(7203114)

Clutch plate rivet

(7203106)

Clutch plate rivet

(7203106)

Clutch disc hub

(7203108)

Slave disk oil deflector

(7203109)

Part # Description

7203101 Disc

7203102 Liner

7203106 Rivet

7203108 Hub

253553 Rivet

7203109 Oil deflector 

(baffle 

washer)

7203113 Disc Assy.

(7203101, 

7203102, 

7203106, 

7203108, 

253553)

7203114 Disc Assy. 

(7203101, 

7203102, 

7203106, 

7203108, 

253553, 

7203109)

7203115 Pressure 

spring

7203117 Intermediate 

disc

7203121-A Disk

7203122 Upper Disk

7203123 Screw

The K-750/ K-750M / MB-750 discs are the same as the post-ZiS M-72.12



K-750 / K-750M / MB-750 Clutch Release Lever

Clutch Lever Axle

(7203203)

Cotter pin (258013)

Clutch release stem assembly

(75003214-A)

Clutch release stem seal

(75003213-A)

Clutch release rod (75003212-A)

Clutch release lever

(7203205-A)

Clutch rod tip (75003211)

Ball bearing (7203209)

Clutch Slider Ring (7203207)

Clutch slider (7203206)

Clutch Lever (7203202)
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The K-750 / K-750M clutch release lever is the same 
as for the post-ZiS M-72.

Part # Descripti

on

7203-1 (7203202, 

7203203, 

7203205, 

019315, 

252004, 

001103, 

258013)

7203202 Release lever 

bracket

7203205-A Release lever

7203206 Slider

7203207 Guide block 

O-Ring

7203209 Thrust 

bearing

7203211 End piece

7203212 Release rod

7203213

(K-750) / 

7203213-A 

(K-750M)

Release rod 

seal (gland)



K-750 / K-750M Clutch Control Cables for Handlebar with Inverted Levers

Part # Description

7211129 Left hand lever

7211127-A Lever bracket

The inverted hand-grip lever is a “hold-over” from the M-72.14

Inverted Clutch Lever

Inverted Clutch Lever



K-750 / K-750M / MB-750 Clutch Levers
for Handlebars with Non-Inverted Levers

The non-verted clutch lever is was offered with K-750B,
with the introduction of the 6204 gearbox.

Part # Description

6211130-A Clutch non-

inverted hand 

lever

6211158 Bracket for non-

inverted lever

6211101 Handlebar
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MB-750 Clutch Cable
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MT-9 (K-650) / MT-10 / MT-10.36 Clutch Discs

# Part # Description

1 7203101 Disk

2 7203102 Liner

3 7203106 Rivet 4X7

4 7203108 Hub

5 7203113 Disk Assy

6 7203115 Spring

7 7203117 Disk

8 7203121-A Disk

9 7203122 Disk

10 7203123 Screw

11 253553-П Rivet
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MT-9 (K-650) / MT-10 / MT-10.36 Clutch Release Lever
Part # Description

MT803601-A Rod Assy.

MT803603 Release Rod

MT803605 Gland (seal)

MT803607 Cap

MT803609 Slider

MT803611-A Lever

MT803617 Axle

MT803619 Bolt

MT803621 Rod

MT803622 Rest

7203207 O-Ring

7204328 Spring

250511-П8 Nut

252004-П8 Washer

258000-П2 Cotter pin

948066 Ball-bearing
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Slide Block

(MT803609, 7203207)

End Piece

(MT803607)



Dnepr MT-9 / MT-10 / MT-10.36 Clutch Cable

19

KMZ-8.151.14040

Clutch Cable

KMZ-8.151.14060

Clutch cable bracket KMZ, zinc-plated 

List Price: 7.87€ (EU)

Clutch cable bracket, zinc-plated. 

Fits: K-750, MB-750, K-650, MB-650, Dnepr 

Ref: 7211337, 7211338, 75011337, 75011338 

(moto-boxer.com)

Clutch cable bracket KMZ, stainless 

List Price: 12.30€ (EU}

Fits: K-750, MB-750, K-650, MB-650, Dnepr 

Ref: 7211337, 7211338, 75011337, 75011338

(moto-boxer.com)

Clutch cable holder

Part #: 75011337

Vendor ID: 003.927

List Price: 6.00€

(www.oldtimergarage.eu)

Clutch Cable 

Part #: KM3-8.15214040

Fits: MT-11/16, K-750, MB-750, MT-10.36, MT-9

List Price: $3.95

(dnepr-kiev.com)

Clutch cable, Dnepr MT

Part #: KM3-8.15214040

$19.00 New

(www.ebay.com)

Cable control clutch
List Price: 4.92€ (EU)
Cable de control de encendido.
FITS: K-750, MB-750, K-650,  MT-12
Ref. KMZ-8.15114060 / 75011336
(moto-boxer.com)



Dnepr MT-10.36 / MT-11 /  MT-16 Clutch Control Cable
# Part # Description

1 KMZ-8-151.14040 Clutch Control Cable

12 75011337 Clutch Cable Bracket

11 75011338 Clutch Cable Clamp

4 75011034-A Pipe

8 7211318-б Screw

6 7211310 End piece

250511-П29 Nut

252154-П2

7211120 Sheath

10 201418-П8

75011326 Screw

6211311 End Piece

75011305 End Piece

2 KMZ-8.151.14041 Cable

3 KMZ-8.151.14043 Sheath
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Dnepr  MT-10 / MT-10.36 MT-11 / MT-16 Non-Inverted (Lever) Handlebar

The non-verted clutch lever is was offered with K-750B,
with the introduction of the 6204 gearbox.

Part # Description

6211014 Left Clutch Lever Assy

6211131 Lever Axle

250508-П29 Nut

6211130 Clutch Lever

75011159 Lever Clamp

6211122 Grip body

KMZ-8.151.14001 Handlebar pipe

2011420-П8 Bolt

252154-П2 Washer

6211131 Axle
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